
Cultivating the Mastery Within

learning-transfer •	
innovative advantage •	
expanded purpose •	
time-enhancement •	
multi-dimensionality •	
centeredness & balance •	
integration of your whole-being•	
heightened consciousness •	
accelerated progression•	
powerful presence •	
mastery of your energy field •	
dynamic & co-creative relationships•	
tapping into greater flow •	
accessing unlimited potential •	
and more…•	

Theresa Bullard, Ph.d.
MasTer Trainer, Guide, sPeaker, auThor

BenefiTs Gained By WorkinG WiTh dr. Bullard:

As a Master Trainer and Guide, Dr. Bullard is dedicated to helping you 
push your progression to the next level, as well as your ability to 
innovate and create the future you desire. By working with Dr. Bullard, 
you can developing your mastery in these areas:

Throughout her life-long journey, Dr. Theresa Bullard has discovered innovative ways to weave 
together her formal education as a Ph.D. Physicist, with her deep training in the western mystery 
school lineage, and a passion for uniting Science and Spirituality in a practical way. Drawing from 
these diverse fields she teaches others the keys to applying universal principles directly to life for 
powerful results. 

For over 16 years, Dr. Bullard has been helping individuals and groups reach their potential and 
become more successful in multiple areas of life. She specializes in working with transformational 
leaders, coaches, innovators, influencers, celebrities, lightworkers, and conscious entrepreneurs 
who are looking for deeper meaning, fulfillment, self-mastery, and expansion of purpose. The 
people who are drawn to work with her know there is more to life and are ready to cultivate the 
mastery within to become their greatest self. 

Dr. Bullard is an International Instructor for the Modern Mystery School, she is the President of the 
Board of Directors for Mysterium Center in LA, as well as the Co-founder of the Universal 
Kabbalah Network and Founder/CEO of Quantra Leadership Academy.  Dr. Bullard is also the 
author of The Game Changers: Social Alchemists in the 21st Century, as well as a contributing 
author in several other books. In addition to offering training and workshops, she also works with 
individuals one on one, using energy healing, activations for empowerment, and customized 
sessions to support their path to mastery.



ConTaCT:
949-273-4753
www.TheresaBullard.com
info@qlaconsulting.com
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Cultivating the Mastery Within

QuanTra leadershiP

aCadeMy

Through her many years spent in intensive training and personal development, Dr. Bullard is a true 
embodiment of what she teaches, she lives the work and walks the path of personal mastery. It is this 
integrity of her own living example that most touches those who work with her. 

To truly become your greatest self, by cultivating the mastery within and therefore your impact on 
the world, you must realize that you have all the answers and potential within. All you need are the 
keys to unlocking your abilities, the tools to master these inner gifts, the will to apply the tools and 
knowledge to cultivate your own mastery, and a reliable system that will work for you for the rest of 
your life. Dr. Bullard will Guide you in this system and the use of these tools, helping you keep on 
track and push your progression towards awakening more of your inner potential.

If you are ready to do the Great Work of achieving your own mastery within, in order to benefit the 
world and be a person of influence, then you are invited to embark upon an amazing journey with 
Dr. Theresa Bullard.

saMPle TheMes and ToPiCs:
How To Access Your Super-Human Abilities•	
Upgrading Your Quality Of Life Inside & Out •	
How You Can Have Success AND Wellbeing•	
The Optimum Way To Expanding Your Mind•	
Hacking Your Potential To 10X Your Capacity•	
How To Bend Time So You Can Accomplish More•	
How Transformational Leaders Up-Level Their Impact•	
Reclaiming Your Passion For Life & Purpose Of Being•	
7 Keys to Reducing Stress & Quantum Leaping Performance•	
Quantum Alchemy: The Bridge Between Science & Spirituality•	
How To Be A Game-Changer & Force For Good In The World             •	
Quantum Leaping Your Life Through The Path Of Initiation•	
The Alchemy of Dynamic & Co-Creative Relationships•	
The 7 Alchemical Stages To Mastery & Transformation•	
Practical Applications Of The Sacred Arts & Sciences •	
How To Access Real Powers Using Sacred Geometry•	
Mastering Your Mind Through Universal Kabbalah•	
Ancient Wisdom Meets New Paradigm Innovation•	
Balancing Your Physical & Spiritual Progression •	

Theresa Bullard, Ph.d.  

 “Dr. Bullard is one of the most 
credible people I know. Her 
teachings have perpetuated my 
life into a truly beautiful 
existence.” -N.S.

“Theresa is the best Teacher I 
have ever had...For your deepest 
and truest Self, you can do no 
better than choose to be a 
student with Theresa.”-P.N.C

“Theresa Bullard is an exciting, 
high energy speaker who knows 
her topics and cares about her 
audience. I highly recommend 
her seminars.” -T.B.G.



Books

The ProfundiTy and BifurCaTion of ChanGe
By Alex Bennet and David Bennet with Arthur Shelley, Theresa Bullard and John Lewis.

This book lays the groundwork for the Intelligent Social Change Journey 
(ISCJ),  a developmental journey of the body, mind and heart, moving from 

the heaviness of cause-and-effect linear extrapolations, to the 
fluidity of co-evolving with our environment, to the lightness of breathing 
our thought and feelings into reality. As we lay the groundwork, we move 

through the concepts of change, knowledge, forces, self and consciousness. 
Then, recognizing that we are holistic beings, we provide a baseline model 

for individual change from within.

This chapter reviews Dr. 
Bullard’s experience in 
using Hemi-Sync audio 

technology to 
synchronize the 

functioning of the two 
hemispheres of the 

brain. While also 
discussing how it can 

be used to integrate the 
mind, body, and spirit. 

Brain, Mind, CosMos: The naTure of our 
exisTenCe and The universe

Chapter: Bridging from the Mundane to the Conscious 
Universe

foCusinG The Whole Brain

Chapter: Mind, Body, Spirit, and Hemisync

The GaMe ChanGers: soCial alCheMisTs of The 21sT CenTury

In her book, “The Game Changers: Social Alchemists of the 21st Century”, 
Theresa Bullard, Ph.D. offers insights and solutions to empower us to 

become more conscious participants in these exciting times of change. It 
can be seen as a companion guide on how to navigate the tumultuous tides 

of change. It aims to put current events into a possible context within the 
alchemical process that humanity is going through. With this knowledge 

we will be more equipped to harness the opportunities that such 
transformative times present us with. As each of us dare to take an active 

role in transforming our lives and our world, educate ourselves in the ways 
of change, and empower others to do the same, then we can become the 

Game Changers that we have been waiting for.

www.QLAconsulting.com/products/ 

The chapter reveals how 
our Brain-Mind-

Cosmos connections, 
here called “bridges”, 
can be stimulated and 

strengthened by 
applying specific kinds 

of oscillatory energy, 
neurotechnology, and 
other methods to elicit 

transitions in 
consciousness.



Cd/audio MediTaTions 

ConneCTinG To The GaP
Connecting to the Gap is a simple and efficient guided method for 

relaxing your mind and bringing you to a moment of stillness where 
you can tap the gap of quantum potential easily throughout your day.  

Theresa Bullard leads you through an open-eyed process that trains 
your mind to focus, connect to the quantum gap, and tap into better 

flow in your life. Music  & Entrainment technologies by J.S. Epperson. 

QuanTuM insiGhT
Quantum Insight: An Alchemical Meditation. Be easily carried into deep 
meditative state- Theresa Bullard, Ph.D. leads you through an alchemical 
process that stimulates the pineal gland and opens the doors to higher 
consiousness. Music and deep theta binaural beat technologies by J.S. 
Epperson. 

CreaTive alCheMy
Creative Alchemy is a guided meditation for enhancing your creativity 

and powerfully accomplishing your goals. Theresa Bullard leads you 
through a mental alchemical process to accessesing higher consiouness 

where you will create like never before. Music & Entrainment 
technoligies by J.S. Epperson.

inTo The GaP
Into the Gap is a deep guided meditation for relaxing your body, 
melting away stress, quieting your mind and bringing you to a 
profound stillness where you can access an infinite source of pure 
potential. Theresa Bullard, Ph.D.

www.QLAconsulting.com/products/



PuBliCiTy

For over 15 years, Theresa has produced workshops, seminars, tele-classes, 
webinars, conferences, and consultations. She has become an international 

speaker and workshop presenter, having taught in Brazil, Canada, Japan, 
Australia, Mexico, Europe, and the United States.

dr. Bullard has Been a feaTured sPeaker aT inTernaTional ConferenCes and MeeTinGs 
inCludinG: 
Science and Non-Duality Conference (SAND), Conscious 
Life Expo, International Society for the Study of Subtle 
Energy and Energy Medicine (ISSSEEM), The Monroe 
Institute Professional Division Meeting (TMI), International 
Alchemy Conference, Mente Superconsciente Congreso 
(Superconscious Mind Congress), IONS meetings, Body-
Mind-Spirit Expos, and more.

dr. Bullard has aPPeared on nuMerous radio shoWs inCludinG: 
Messages from the Multiverse, Dr. Pat’s Blog-Talk Radio, Conscious Talk Radio, From Corporate to 
Conscious with VoiceAmerica, The LA Street Angel Show on TradioV, Radio8Ball.

her Goal is To helP PeoPle and orGanizaTions TransforM 
Their lives and Cultivate the Mastery Within.

online PuBliCaTions:
https://www.monroeinstitute.org/article/2752•	
https://www.scienceandnonduality.com/?post_type=post&p=6232•	
http://onlinedigitaleditions2.com/commonground/archive/web-09-2013/•	

PuBlished inTervieWs:
The Street Angel Show: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BY5Bx1Jxhe0•	
Amateo Ra Video Interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4j-m8PfcvkY•	
Women Change Maker eMagazine: http://www.womanchangemaker.net/article/the-alchemy-•	
of-social-change/

Talk saMPles:
Universal Kabbalah Intro: http://bit.ly/2vP2PbH•	
Live Talk: http://bit.ly/2f1XfiW•	

relevanT BloGs:
http://qlaconsulting.com/get-into-the-gap/•	
http://qlaconsulting.com/life-activation/•	
http://qlaconsulting.com/5-top-inner-qualities-of-•	
transformational-leaders/
http://qlaconsulting.com/is-stress-impacting-your-•	
creativity/



QuanTra leadershiP aCadeMy

Quantra Leadership Academy (QLA) is a transformational leadership and personal development 
training company run by Dr. Theresa Bullard. We are dedicated to helping individuals and 
organizations innovate their way of thinking to achieve breakthrough results.
 
There is one question that lies at the foundation of QLA: What is your potential?
 
We know that when you tap into your potential, greatness happens. You experience 
breakthroughs, “Ah-ha” moments occur, and you get into “The Zone” of peak performance.
 
It is our passion to help you access your full potential, sustain what you achieve, and be able to 
refuel whenever you want. When you get to the point where you can do this on demand, that is when 
you become a self-transforming agent of change. QLA shows you how to get there and gives you 
tools to accelerate your progress.
 
QLA was founded by Dr. Theresa Bullard, a Ph.D. physicist, author, speaker, leadership trainer 
and innovation consultant with over 13 years of experience in training people to develop human 
potential and achieve breakthroughs.

By BlendinG sCienCe, ConsCiousness sTudies, and MenTal alCheMy, WhiCh is The arT and 
sCienCe of TransforMinG your MindseT, We helP you reaCh your PoTenTial and BeCoMe 

More suCCessful in essenTial areas of your Work and life.

We Believe:
Cons•	 ciousness is key to tapping the potential greatness within everyone.
Everyone, especially leaders and people of influence, must learn to use this wonderful and •	

        powerful tool for transformation, making breakthroughs, and innovating.
Adopting quantum principles empowers you to easily discover more possibilities in any •	

        moment, even issues you are uncertain about.
There is a simple and repeatable formula that sparks change, then directs and accelerates •	

        transformation.
When you put this all together and discover how to use your mind as a powerful tool, using our •	
simple and repeatable formulas, transformative breakthroughs and innovation simply happen.

We Provide: 

Online Educational Tools, In Person Training, and Private Sessions or helping you tap into your 
mastery.

We Work WiTh: 

Transformational Leaders, Entrepreneurs, Executives, Coaches, Consultants, Trainers, Celebrities 
and Film Producers, and others looking to achieve the next-level of success, effectiveness, creativity, 
purpose, learning-transfer, focus, life balance, and fulfillment to harness your energy capacity and 
potential for greater mastery in life.

We train leaders & individuals to innovate their 
thinking and aChieve breakthrough results. 

www.QLAconsulting.com



TransforMaTional TraininGs

The QuanTuM TransforMaTional forMula

The Quantum Transformation formula is an 8-part Online 
interactive Training Course where you are guided through the 
7-Step Quantum Transformation Formula with international 
change agent and conscious transformation teacher, Theresa 
Bullard, Ph.D. This online training will help to unlock the hidden 
greatness & potential within you, and really fully connect you to 
really living it. This Seven Step formula will help you learn a 
“Secret Technique” that will change everything. You’ll discover how 
you can use it to powerfully re-create your life and Breakthrough 
any obstacle. It will help you to build your dreams, fulfill your 
desires, and activate your potential, so you can breakthrough 
obstacles & powerfully transform how you live life and conduct 
your business. 

The TransforaMTional leadershiP ProGraM

In the Transformational Leadership Program Theresa Bullard, 
Ph.D. leads groups through a live immersion training to take 
leaders beyond mere concepts and mental models. This immersion 
takes leaders into a direct experience and integration of 
transformative principles for all aspects of life. The first hand 
experience allows you to harness the change process resulting in 
great success as a leader. Quantra Leadership Academy’s
innovative approach incorporates modern science, ancient 
wisdom, and the most cutting-edge tools available. The 
Transformational Leadership Program guides leaders to access 
their greatest potential as creators, influencers, and change-makers 
through a unique transformational process. 

eMPoWer Thyself iniTiaTion

The Empower Thyself Initiation is a weekend long immersion 
training that reveals deeper knowledge and tools of personal 
empowerment, while also initiating a person into a greater 
connection to their sense of purpose. Initiation is one of the 
essential keys to fulfilling life purpose, manifesting our greater 
potential, and harnessing our innate gifts. By becoming clear on and 
fulfilling our life purpose we are able to become more 
empowered as leaders in our field. The Initiation enhances 
leadership qualities including creativity, powerful presence, 
self-awareness, and deeper understanding. 

www.QLAconsulting.com/transformational-trainings/



Modern MysTery sChool/MysTeriuM CenTer

Modern MysTery sChool

The Modern Mystery School [MMS] provides tools, teachings, 
healings, services, classes and programs that enable the initiate to 
transform themselves, coming into a state of truly knowing them-
selves. “Know Thyself” is the core intention of the mystery school. The 
Mystery School offers a powerful activation, a transformative initiation, 
and timeless wisdom of the lineage of King Solomon. The MMS offers 
a sacred and safe space for the exploration of metaphysics, spiritual 
practice and service. The MMS facilitates one in increasing their aware-
ness of the universe or themselves, increasing their fulfillment and empowerment in all areas of life, 
and stepping into greater alignment with cultivating their mastery. The initiate embarks on a journey 
of self discovery, delving into layers of themselves, so that they may come into awareness of their divine 
nature and purpose on earth. The Modern Mystery has headquarters in Toronto, Ontario, Canada and 
in Japan. There are also teachers, students, and centers located around the world where people are 
learning the wisdom of the lineage to know thyself and empower themselves on their path self-mastery. 

MysTeriuM CenTer

The Mysterium Center is a globally recognized spiritual center for creating 
inner peace and unleashing life purpose, to ultimately transform our world. It 
is a collective of Healers, Initiates, Ritual Masters, and spiritual teachers who 
offer Modern Mystery School classes and serviced in Southern California. We 
come from various backgrounds such as, doctors, nurses, lawyers, executives, 
artists, scientists, writers, business owners, musicians, actors and more. We are 
focused on empowering people and dedicated to helping educate seekers and 
leaders in how we can create a better life and a more balanced world. The Mysterium Center located 
in Westside, Los Angeles, CA is an open minded community that provides high-quality training for 
individuals and leaders to access greater consciousness so they can take their impact to a greater level. 
Through the path of activation, healing and initiation, we support whole-being transformation. By 
handing down ancient tools and knowledge with authentic mystery school lineage, we help people 
10x their capacity so that they can accomplish more and progress towards greater personal mastery. 
At the Mysterium Center in LA trainings in Personal & Spiritual Development are provided includ-
ing: Meditation, Healing Services, Readings, Initiation, Universal Kabbalah, Space Clearing, Qigong, 
and other forms of working with Life Force Energy. We offer a variety of Universal Wisdom Teaching 
from the 7 ancient mystery schools handed down through the lineage and tradition of King Solomon.

www.modernmysteryschoolint.com

www.mysteriumcenter.org



Theresa Bullard, Ph.d.

ConTaCT:

949-273-4753
www.TheresaBullard.com
info@qlaconsulting.com

Thank you for your interest!

Cultivating the Mastery Within

Contact us for more information or to book 
Theresa Bullard, Ph.D. for an interview or 
as a speaker at your event. 


